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COVID -19 - DON BOSCO REACHING OUT

UPDATE: 29th May 2020
As we carry on handing out a packet of nutritious food to the home
bound migrants leaving on buses to the railway stations. We are also
facing a need from those that we had originally helped from the various
slums, lower income daily wage earners and poverty areas, who are now
again in dire need of food and other essential items.
Don Bosco Nerul besides reaching out with the donations received also
began looking for partners that could give substantial food essential kits to various needy groups.
Like the 400 CSWs of Turbhe that we had got help for and distributed over the past 2 days.
Don Bosco Nerul once again facilitated by ‘Mumbai Responds' Network' got some 870 essential food
kits sponsored by Akshay Patra. This kit will last a family of 4-5 for the next 2-3 weeks.
Don Bosco Nerul has had a pre-registered list of over 5,000 families in need and hence every such
collaboration, help and support counts a great deal. As we go around Navi Mumbai distributing these
sponsored food kits or the dry ration kits Don Bosco hands out through its benefactors, there seems
to be more and more needy persons that are falling into this category of need. Those that managed
to leave for their home states have gone to another alternative, but those that do not have the means
to travel, nor any village home, etc. Are facing challenges for food and basic amenities as they stay
back and have no alternative to go to, but have the challenge of feeding themselves and their
children.
Thank You for your Continued Prayers and Support!
Stay safe, stay Blessed!

Rev. Dr. Barnabe Dsouza, sdb
(For Don Bosco Nerul Management)

